
 
 

YOUNG TALENT PROGRAM: Si Bangalore m’était conté by Archana Narendran, 1st to 21st June all day 
 

 
 

The second artist of this series is Archana Narendran. 

Archana, an architect by profession and an illustrator 

by passion, is a postgraduate student in Architectural 

studies, with an elective in Drawing as Research from 

the Glasgow School of Art, University of Glasgow. Her 

ongoing work is based on Bangalore, a collection of 

artwork depicting today’s Bangalore and few of the 

memorable locations in the city. She mostly works on 

pen rendering and the day-to day activities, 

architecture, cities and culture are the biggest 

inspirations for heart. 

Opening night on 1st June at 7.00 pm 

Venue: Alliance Française Atrium

DANCE: La forêt ébouriffée, 2nd June at 7:30 pm 

 

Racine is not an ordinary boy. No one noticed that a 

tree grew up in his head. Fleeing from a mean grand-

mother and a stressful routine, he takes refuge in this 

safe place. In this overwhelming forest, changing 

according to its emotions, he will go through 

unexpected adventures. Helped by his loyal friend Meï, 

he will grow up gradually and learn how to fight his 

darkest fears, so he can go and meet the world. 

In collaboration with Attakkalari Centre for Movement 

Arts. For passes, contact: 

communication.bangalore@afindia.org  

Venue: Rangashankara 
 

THEATRE: Nati Binodini, 3rd June at 6:30 pm 

 

The play revolves around the life of the famous South 

Asian actress, Binodini Dasi (1862–1941), also known 

as Nati Binodini, who born to prostitution, started her 

career as a courtesan and at twelve played her first 

serious drama role in 1874. Later she moved at 

Calcutta’s National Theatre under the mentorship of its 

founder, Girish Chandra Ghosh. As the play moves 

forward introducing several acquaintances of Binodini, 

it slowly takes a steep turn and brings into light the 

mailto:communication.bangalore@afindia.org


sacrifice, pain, betrayal, and misfortune of the famous 

actress. Although she was referred to as the Flower of 

the Native Stage and Moon of the Star Theatre, the 

drama brings in the truth of Binodini’s life and shows 

how the mentally devastated actress left the stage at 

the age of 25. Blessed by the saint, Sri Ramakrishna 

Paramhansa, Binodini tried to attain the wisdom and 

peace, which finally gives the play a new perception. 

Venue: Alliance Française Auditorium 

 

 

THEATRE: Evam Indrajit, 4th & 5th June at 4:00 pm & 7:30 pm 

 

In “Evam Indrajit,” Badal Sircar’s abstract, semi-

autobiographical play, a writer, who feels tortured by 

the need for creative expression in an undramatic 

world, tries to create a play with the audacious 

character, Indrajit, who “sees life realistically and 

dreams about it romantically.” His muse, Manasi, 

remains elusive, and the characters that he summons 

are mundane and undramatic, no different from the 

people around him. 

Contact: Pranav Patadiya at +91 80509 81598  

Tickets available at www.bookmyshow.com  

Venue: Alliance Française auditorium 

 

 

PLAY READING: Night of the Iguana, 5th June at 5:00 pm 

 

“The Night of the Iguana,” Tennessee Williams is 

writing at the top of his form. He is still grappling with 

the human mysteries that have always haunted him: 

man’s incommunicability to man, the futility of the 

helpless helping the helpless, the effort to break loose 

from the rope that tethers us. 

But the mood has changed. The violence is leashed. A 

muted, autumnal poetry murmurs through the lines. 

The explosive, shocking gestures that have marked do 

many of Mr. Williams’ earlier plays are dispensed with. 

They are only implied in understated tensions and 

furies and in subtle victories and defeats. 

Venue: Alliance Française classroom 7 
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AF COOKOUT: Tomato Special with Alexandre SEINCE, 7th June at 1:00 pm 

 
Today Chef Alex proposes his ‘Special Tomato Cooking 

Class’ with 

• Starter: Asian Tartar of tomato served with a 

Gaspacho of water melon 

• Main course: Stuffed Tomato with bell-peper jam and 

short bread basil 

Organised in collaboration with Café Noir Restaurants, 

this will be a monthly affair with different themes for 

each session.  

AF Students and members: 500 INR; Others: 1000 INR  

For registration: thierry@cafenoir.co.in or 

communication.bangalore@afindia.org 

Venue: Alliance Française cafeteria 

 

 

AF CINEMA: The Painting / Le Tableau, 10th June at 7:00 pm 

 
Jean-François Laguionie – 2011 – 1h16mins 

Three characters of different social classes escape their 

unfinished painting in search of the Painter, hoping he 

will complete it. For mysterious reasons, a Painter has 

left a work incomplete – causing conflict between the 

Toupins (Allduns), who are entirely painted, the Pafinis 

(Halfies), who lack a few colors, and the Reufs 

(Sketchies), who are only sketches. Toupins occupy the 

chateau, Pafinis are out in the gardens, and Reufs are 

treated as outcasts and hunted by the Toupins. Three 

friends, one of each class, go on a quest to find the 

artist so he can finish the piece and hopefully unite the 

people.  

Free and open to all // Subtitled in English 

Venue: Suchitra Cinema & Cultural Academy 

 

 

THEATRE: Tiny Tetikasa – The Moonlit Tales, 11th June at 7:00 pm 

 

Could it get more sensuous, superior, and wilder than 

this in town– Nope! Modestly, we don’t think 

so! Sheltered under humility, we say – a shattering 

collection of stimulating, invigorating 

and unquestionably hilarious tales.   

The Moonlit Tales is the first emittance under “Tiny 

Tetikasa” and more will come! 

Venue: Alliance Française Auditorium 
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DANCE: Youth In Dance 2016 by Padmalaya Dance Foundation, 12th June at 4:30 pm 

 
Padmalaya Dance Foundation, under the direction of 

Smt. Padma Murali has been instrumental in 

promoting classical arts amongst youth for several 

years now. The Foundation initiated a “YOUTH IN 

DANCE” festival 4 years ago which was met with great 

appreciation. This year again, we present yet another 

edition of the festival for Young Dance Professionals. 

The festival will present 8 young artistes in 

performance and talk. With a view to not only promote 

performance centric events but to also recognise the 

vast number of artistes who are studying, researching, 

creating original work and forming cross-cultural 

dialogues, this edition of the festival will present 

Nattuvanars and art management professionals who 

will present their work alongside the performances. 

Venue: Alliance Française Auditorium 
 

FÊTE DE LA MUSIQUE 2016, 18th & 19th June all day 

 

As every year, the AFB will be organising the Fête de la 

Musique/ International Music Day, this year over the 

weekend of 18-19 June. On this occasion, musicians of 

all genres, amateurs, or professionals and music fans 

gather for a cheerful celebration of music. 

The AFB will continue with its traditional 2 days setup 

with local acts from 11.00 am to 10.00 pm. Along with 

the unusual rock-jazz-classical-fusion acts, this year we 

will have special performances by Bangalore’s most 

loved stars. 

For the schedule click on this link. 

Venue: Alliance Française & across Bangalore  
 

CINE FORUM MELIES: Eden, 23rd June at 7:00 pm 

 
Mia Hansen-Løve – 2h11mins – Comédie dramatique 

Paul, a teenager in the underground scene of early-

nineties Paris, forms a DJ collective with his friends and 

together they plunge into the nightlife of sex, drugs, 

and endless music. Paul Vallée is a young French 

student who enjoys going to raves. Eventually he 

partners with his friend Cyril to form a DJ duo called 

Cheers around the same time as two of his other 

friends Guy-Man and Thomas form the DJ duo Daft 

Punk. In university he hopes to be a writer but as time 

goes on he abandons his thesis as his DJing career 

takes off. In 2001 he and Cyril are invited to New York 

to DJ at PS1 MoMA but Cyril refuses to go, having 

finally decided to commit to the graphic novel he had 

wanted to write. Paul’s time in New York is a success, 

http://bangalore.afindia.org/events/fete-de-la-musique-2016/


but upon his return he learns that Cyril committed 

suicide shortly after finishing his graphic novel. 

Free and open to all // Subtitled in English 

Venue: Alliance Française auditorium 
 

 

EXHIBITION: Celebrating the Tiger at Ranthambore, 24th June to 7th July all day 
 

 
 

 

Ranthambore, situated near the town of Sawai 

Madhopur in Rajasthan, is well known for its tiger 

sanctuary. The bane of the Ranthambore tiger is the 

hanuman langur. Though the langur makes hardly a 

meal for the disinterested tiger, langurs are notorious 

for creating a din with their barks and calls whenever 

they sight a tiger, thus warning the tiger’s potential 

prey. This equation between the tiger and the langur 

prompted the inspiration for the series of watercolours 

by the artist, B Ranjan Somaiah, when he visited 

Ranthambore recently. 

Venue: Alliance Française atrium 

STAND-UP: My Baby Thinks I’m Funny, 24th June at 8:00 pm 

 

Sorabh Pant wanted a dog. His wife wanted a baby. So, 

they had a baby. And, neither of them have slept ever 

since. 

In his new stand-up special, Sorabh talks about the 

wonderful insanity of becoming a father. 

My Baby Thinks I’m Funny is also about a comedian 

and the audience member he loves making laugh the 

most: his son. Proceeds from this show go straight to 

Sorabh’s son’s pre-school funds. And, maybe college! 

Ticket: Rs. 500 & 400; for matures audience only. 

Venue: Alliance Française auditorium 
 

 

THEATRE: Momentum – A collection of fast paced plays, 25th June at 5:00 pm & 7:30 pm 

 
 



GAMING: Euro 2016 at the Alliance Française, 27th June to 6th July all day 

 
This year the 15th edition of the UEFA European 

Championship, commonly referred to Euro 2016, is 

taking place in France. From the 10th of June to the 

10th of July, France will host this famous football 

contest. 

To celebrate the Euro 2016, for the first time the 

Alliance française will organise a football competition. 

But it won’t be a traditional game… The football skills 

of every participant will be challenged on FIFA 2016 for 

PS4. Have you ever tried this exciting 

game?  Exclusively for the students of AFB. 

Come and have fun with your classmates and find out 

who is the best (virtual) football player! 

Registrations open on the 1st of June and close on the 

24th of June. 

For the schedule click on this link 

Venue: Alliance Française  
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